
From: Johanna Salatas
To: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA); Mike Rieser
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Red Dog Permit - Beluga info
Date: Saturday, June 18, 2022 5:08:09 PM
Attachments: Beluga info for USACOE.docx

Hi Leslie – attached please find info I put together based on our conversation last Wednesday. If you
have any questions, concerns, comments, please don’t hesitate to email me.  
Good to talk with you last week!
Jo
 
Johanna Salatas
Environmental Coordinator – Biologist
Red Dog Operations
Teck Resources Limited
+1.907.754.5121

 
 
 

From: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Leslie.W.Tose@usace.army.mil> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 2:52 PM
To: Johanna Salatas <Johanna.Salatas@teck.com>
Subject: RE: Hello
 

[External email]

Joanna – It would be tremendous to have the opportunity to speak with you.
 
Are you available at 10AM?
 
Here is the comment:
 
“One concern expressed by the Tribal Council at the G2G is that Beluga no longer
transit this area, adversely impacting the Tribe's subsistence. It is possible that the
annual dredging has caused the beluga to avoid this area. The Tribe respectfully
requests information about the potential impacts of this long-term dredging, including
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts from the dredging in this area since 1994. 
Further, concern about the volume of material dredged with disturbance to substrate
and food of belugas.”
 
In speaking with Kendall Campbell, our tribal liaison, she stated that one thing the
Tribe really wants is acknowledgement of their observations as having validity.
There was little information about belugas in the administrative record, but quite a bit
in the 2007 DeLong Mt Transportation project DEIS. 
 
Have found some more updated information as well.
 
I have been re-reading the 2007 DEIS today, and am looking forward to speaking with

mailto:Johanna.Salatas@teck.com
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Hi Leslie – as we discussed on the phone, although dredging is recognized as one of multiple stressors to belugas, we appreciate the opportunity to provide additional information about dredging at Red Dog Port for the Tribe’s consideration, to prevent any misconceptions.  Additional information about belugas that seems relevant to the comment above is included below. 

++++++++

“One concern expressed by the Tribal Council at the G2G is that Beluga no longer transit this area, adversely impacting the Tribe's subsistence. It is possible that the annual dredging has caused the beluga to avoid this area. The Tribe respectfully requests information about the potential impacts of this long-term dredging, including direct, indirect and cumulative impacts from the dredging in this area since 1994.  Further, concern about the volume of material dredged with disturbance to substrate and food of belugas.” 



In speaking with Kendall Campbell, our tribal liaison, she stated that one thing the Tribe really wants is acknowledgement of their observations as having validity.

There was little information about belugas in the administrative record, but quite a bit in the 2007 DeLong Mt Transportation project DEIS.  



++++++++



Does dredging occur every year?  

Dredging is not needed every year; it depends on how much material has advanced into the shiploader/dock area during the winter and spring storms.  For example, between 2011 and 2021, dredging with the clamshell was not done in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2017 and 2021.  



When dredging occurs, how many days does it occur?

Please note that dredging at the port site is a very time limited activity. Typically dredging occurs in late spring/early summer, and typically occurs for a duration of less than one week in June. In a few years, additional short-term dredging is required if a storm deposits heavy amounts of sediment near the shiploader.



Where does dredging occur?
Dredging is limited to the shiploader cells at the port.  There is no dredging conducted beyond the shiploader.  There is no dredging in the navigation channels.  The figure below shows the maximum extent where dredging occurs, but typically dredging occurs right next to the dock, occasionally right near Cell 1, nearest to the dock.







What kind of dredge is used?

· The Clamshell dredge used at Red Dog is also known as a bucket dredge or a grab dredge (GD). In Figure 1 below the grab dredge (GD) exhibits the lowest sound pressure levels of all dredges, and is considered non-impulsive







· An assessment of effects of in-water noise associated with Port operations was recently conducted (Stantec 2021). Barge operations within 3 miles of the Port requires an escort tug. The tug and barge operations were found to have a received sound level of 170 dB @ 1 m with a frequency ranging between 10-5,000 Hz.[footnoteRef:1]  Results of the analysis found that underwater noises from tug and barge operations and dredging activities were below the NMFS threshold for injury (Level A). Results also indicated that marine mammals would not be disturbed by dredging. [1:  Quantitative measurement of underwater noise is not equivalent to atmospheric noise, so dB measurements and thresholds of effects for underwater and atmospheric noise are very different.] 




What does Red Dog do when dredging occurs?

· The Red Dog Marine Mammal Observation Program was established in late 1990s. 

· Goal is to documents number of seals, whales, and any other marine mammals, including birds, that migrate past or utilize the port site area

· Marine Mammal Observers are stationed at the port site shiploader deck

· Program developed by Dr. Stephen Jewett from UAF in 2000

· Observations are made from shiploader dock 

· If an animal is observed, the animal’s behavior is recorded as a result of noise/activities observed onshore

· In 2022, we have two marine mammal observers:  Tiffany “Piquk, Kaliksun” Mitchell from Noatak, and Glenn Miller from Kiana

· Dr. Stephen Jewett met with Tiffany and Glenn in May 2022 to go over methodology

· The critical area for seals and other marine mammals is in an area surrounding 300 m of the dock.  However, observations are also beyond that 300 m zone.  All species observed and are documented.

· As of 2022, marine mammal observers are also required during dredging activities

· If marine mammals approach the shiploader, dredging will be stopped to protect the animals.

· The marine mammal observers communicate what they see during subsistence meetings that occur every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The agenda is as follows:

· Describe current ice conditions

· Describe animal’s seen, behaviors noted

· Get ice outlook forecast from FedNav

· 



There is concern about the volume of material dredged with disturbance to substrate and food of belugas.

· Beluga are wide ranging animals and are considered to be opportunistic feeders.  Fish species make up a large part of Beluga diet including herring, capelin, smelt, cod, salmon, flatfish, sculpin, lingcod, and eulachon (ADFG 2022).  The preferred foods of beluga in the Eastern Chukchi Sea and Kotzebue Sound are Arctic cod, Saffron cod, walleye pollock, and Pacific cod (Quakenbush 2015).  

· The sediment dredged near the dock and shiploader does not provide prime foraging area or substrate for belugas, and shiploader area is very limited in size (less than 2000 m2). However, the Eastern Chukchi Sea belugas are known to move into coastal areas along Kasegaluk Lagoon in late June and animals are sighted in the area until about mid-July (Quakenbush 2015). The absence of substantial stomach contents in belugas killed in the subsistence hunts suggests feeding is not the major reason for their presence near Kasegaluk Lagoon. Quakenbush (2015) summarized that belugas likely congregate near Kasegaluk Lagoon to molt. Some of the largest gravel beds along the Chukchi Sea coast are located near the passes of Kasegaluk. Belugas often occur very near shore (sometimes only a few meters from shore) in these areas and stir up bottom sediments, possibly from rubbing to slough off old skin. The warmer, low saline water exiting the lagoons may facilitate the molting process. Belugas with both “old skin” and “new skin” are taken in the Point Lay hunt.



One concern expressed by the Tribal Council at that Beluga no longer transit this area, adversely impacting the Tribe's subsistence.  

· Recent genetic analysis was used along with field observations and traditional knowledge to determine that there was a unique Kotzebue Sound stock of beluga whales that were distinct from other beluga populations such as the Eastern Chuckchi Sea and Beaufort Sea beluga stocks.  In the past, Kotzebue Sound was frequented by belugas in summer, until their near disappearance in the 1980s (reviewed in O’Corry-Crowe 2021).  Historically, the Kotzebue stock of belugas would return in large number to Kotzebue Sound to feed, calve, and rear young.  They would enter Kotzebue Sound along the northern coast as sea ice broke up in spring (late May, or early June).  

· Kotzebue beluga harvest was highly variable, averaging 84 whales per year during 1977-1983, but in 1984 the harvest collapsed and never recovered.  The decline in the Kotzebue Sound stock was potentially attributed multiple stressors, including overharvest, mortality associated with ice-entrapments, increased predation by killer whales (reviewed in O’Corry-Crowe 2021).  

· There exists a possibility that the Kotzebue beluga frequented areas in Kotzebue Sound but also near Kivalina.  However in 1984 the population collapsed.  Meanwhile, other stocks of belugas (from the Eastern Chukchi Sea and Beaufort Sea stocks) are known to migrate past, but not enter, Kotzebue Sound in spring and autumn (reviewed in O’Corry-Crowe 2021).   

· The Red Dog Port Site was built in 1987, after the 1984 collapse.  The other stocks do not appear to utilize the coastline or Kotzebue Sound, and therefore subsistence hunters may need to venture further than in the past (pre-1984) to hunt Beluga.



What is the status of Beluga whales in the Chukchi Sea?

· Givens et al. (2020) and the 2020 NOAA Alaska Marine Mammal Stock Assessment suggests no statistically significant trend in abundance of the Eastern Chukchi Sea beluga whale between 2012-2017, although interannual variation is large.

How does climate change impact Beluga whales?

· Beluga whales have a varied diet (Quakenbush et al. 2015) and occupy a large range of habitats, from estuaries to deep ocean basins and the characteristics might somewhat reduce their vulnerability to climate change (Laidre et al. 2008).

· Shifts in the distribution and timing of sea ice may be related to changes in ocean circulation and productivity (e.g. Huntington et al., 2020).

· The southern Chukchi Sea is one of the most seasonally productive regions of the global oceans (Grebmeier 2012). 

· One primary prey item, Arctic cod (Boreogadus saida), is the dominant and most widespread fish species in recent benthic and pelagic surveys across the Pacific Arctic, in addition to other beluga prey species that appear to be expanding their range into the region (Logerwell et al., 2015).

· Seasonal phases of sea ice break-up in the spring and sea ice freeze-up in the fall govern the accessibility and productivity of Alaska’s Arctic Ocean for several migratory marine species. 

· Longer ice-free seasons in combination with increased wind-driven mixing has increased the heat content in upper ocean layers of the Pacific Arctic, likely contributing to enhanced primary and secondary production as well as zooplankton advection (Logerwell et al. 2018). 

· Although open water in spring is detrimental to some species, such as polar bears, the open water provides an abundance of food for beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) and bowhead whales (Balaena mysticetus) that transit the Pacific’s only gateway into the Arctic through the narrow Bering Strait (from Hauser 2018: Seasonal Sea Ice and Arctic Migrations of the Beluga Whale).

· Recent  studies  suggest  that  deep  dives  occur  more  often in some populations in response to shifts in the vertical distribution of prey, driven by ocean warming and  shifting  currents  (Stafford et  al.  2016;  Watt  et  al.  2016;  Hauser  et  al. 2018);  there  is  also  a  suggestion  that dives exceeding 20 min in duration are becoming more  frequent  (Hauser  2016). Rapid  changes  occurring  in  the  Arctic  and  Subarctic  regions  may  force  changes  in beluga dive behavior.  If belugas are doing longer dives than in the past, this in turn may make subsistence hunting beluga more difficult than in the past. 

· Decreases in seasonal sea ice may increase the risk of killer whale predation on belugas (O’Corry-Crowe et al. 2016).  

· Because the Eastern Chukchi Sea and Beaufort Sea beluga migrate (unlike other stocks, for example, the Cook Inlet stock does not migrate), migratory movement may allow beluga to exploit temporary resources as they arise in response to changing habitat conditions. 
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you.
 
Respectfully,
 
Leslie Tose
 
 
Leslie W. Tose
Project Manager
Regulatory Division - CEPOA RD
PO Box 6898, 2204 3rd St.
JBER, Alaska 99506
 
Email: leslie.w.tose@usace.army.mil
Phone: 907-753-5515
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From: Johanna Salatas <Johanna.Salatas@teck.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 12:41 PM
To: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Leslie.W.Tose@usace.army.mil>; Mike Rieser
<Mike.Rieser@teck.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Hello
 
Hi Leslie – Mike is off site, I’m not sure how to get in touch with him. If you want to call me, I’m at
907-754-5121.  In the meanwhile I’ll try to find a home phone number for Mike – thanks!
 
Johanna Salatas
Environmental Coordinator – Biologist
Red Dog Operations
Teck Resources Limited
+1.907.754.5121

 

From: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Leslie.W.Tose@usace.army.mil> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 9:10 AM
To: Mike Rieser <Mike.Rieser@teck.com>
Cc: Johanna Salatas <Johanna.Salatas@teck.com>
Subject: RE: Hello
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[External email]

Hi Mike, Joanna,
 
Responding, sorry,  I was out yesterday.
 
But I am available the rest of this week, let’s pick it up again.
 
Respectfully, Leslie
 
 
Leslie W. Tose
Project Manager
Regulatory Division - CEPOA RD
PO Box 6898, 2204 3rd St.
JBER, Alaska 99506
 
Email: leslie.w.tose@usace.army.mil
Phone: 907-753-5515
 
 
 
 

From: Mike Rieser <Mike.Rieser@teck.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 4:41 PM
To: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Leslie.W.Tose@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Johanna Salatas <Johanna.Salatas@teck.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Hello
 
Thank you Leslie.
 
If you have specific questions that we can review prior to Monday we would be happy to look them
over this weekend.
 
Mike
 

From: Tose, Leslie W CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Leslie.W.Tose@usace.army.mil> 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 4:39 PM
To: Mike Rieser <Mike.Rieser@teck.com>
Subject: Hello
 

[External email]

Hi Mike, Good to chat today, talk next week. Have a good weekend. Leslie
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Leslie W. Tose
Project Manager
Regulatory Division - CEPOA RD
PO Box 6898, 2204 3rd St.
JBER, Alaska 99506
 
Email: leslie.w.tose@usace.army.mil
Phone: 907-753-5515
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